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Face Recognition by Neural Network Using Bit-planes
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Abstract
An 8-bit digital image consists of 256 levels of gray-value and 8 layers of multilevel information of
bits known as bit-plane information. A novel method utilizing higher order bit-plane information
that contains majority of visually significant data and dummy blank images as inputs to a multilayer
feedforward Neural Network (NN) is proposed in this paper to perform face recognition. Experiments
performed on the proposed face recognition model using two face databases, namely CMU AMP face
expression database and Yale face database, show improvement in recognition rate compared to using
only gray-level images as inputs to the NN.
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1 Introduction
Face recognition technology is researched extensively due to its potential for use in various appli-
cations such as content-based indexing, information security and law enforcement [1]. Much of the
work in face recognition in the past focused on detecting individual features such as the eyes, nose,
mouth and head outline, and define a face model by the position, size, and relationships among
these features. However, such approaches have often been quite fragile [2]. Currently, various
techniques are widely used for face feature extraction. Examples of these methods include Gabor
analysis [3], Elastic Brunch Matching [4], Line Edge Map [5] and multivariate analysis method-
s such as nearest neighbor, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [6] and Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA). However these methods utilize complex mathematical calculations and provide
only single feature extraction.
A digital image is constructed using multilevel information of bits, called as bit-plane informa-
tion. Bit-plane information, which contain useful raw data of image, is useful in image coding
especially in image compression [7, 8]. A novel feature extraction method of manipulating bit-
plane information to act as inputs to neural network is proposed in this paper. Unlike conventional
methods, which involve highly complex mathematical calculations and only provide single feature
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